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Follow these steps to create a stunt plane from a sheet of   -in.-by-11-in. paper. 

 

1. Fold the paper in half vertically. 
Using the definition of segment 
bisectors, note the congruent 
segments. 

2. Fold the upper corners to lie on       
either side of the center line.      
Using the definitions of angle     
bisectors and right angles, note     
the angles that are congruent. 
a. What theorem allows you to 

conclude that the two triangles 
you created are congruent? 

b. Identify the congruent angles and 
sides. 

3. Fold the top point down     
along a line that is 1 in.       
below the bottom side of the      
triangles. Again, fold the    
upper corners to lie on either      
side of the center line. 
a. What theorem allows you to 

conclude that the two triangles 
you created are congruent? 

b. Identify the congruent angles and 
sides. 

4. Fold the small triangle up along the 
line formed by the bottom sides of 
the triangles formed in Step 3. This 
exposes two more congruent 
triangles. The two triangles are 
congruent by ASA. 

a. Explain which angles are congruent 
and why. 
b. Name the congruent sides, 

and explain how you know 
the sides are congruent. 

5. Fold along the vertical fold line 
formed in Step 1 so that the 
triangles formed in Step 4 are on 
the outside of the airplane. 

6. Turn the paper so that the long 
edge is at the bottom. To 
complete the paper airplane, fold 
each top edge down to meet the 
bottom edge, and crease. 

 



Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 5 

 

Follow the Steps to create a dart plane from a sheet of  in.-by-11-in. paper. 

 

7. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 above. 
8. Fold the upper side corners to 
lie on either side of the center line. 

a. What theorem allows you to 
conclude that the two triangles 
you created are congruent? 

b. Identify the congruent angles and 
sides. 

9. Turn the paper over. Fold the 
outer edges in so that they lie on 
either side of the center line. 

10. Fold the paper in half along the 
original fold made in Step 7. 
11. Adjust the wing flaps until they are 

at right angles with the body to 
complete the dart. 

 

Step 8 
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